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Journaling is a topic that comes up constantly here at The Disciplined Trader
Institute. In fact, we think Journaling is so critical to a trader’s long-term success, that we dedicate an entire week to the topic during our “The Disciplined
Trader Training and Support Program”... in addition to having written a special report on the subject.
But we still get questions about HOW to journal and WHAT to journal regularly. This is because journaling is a practical skill and without real world
examples, it can be difficult to grasp the concept. Further, journaling is an
‘individual’ endeavor and no two journals read exactly the same.
With this in mind, we asked The Disciplined Trader community to share samples from their journals and what they responded with was truly impressive.
Looking through these responses, the variety is striking. Traders combine a
wide range of emotional details, news, raw data and charts in their journals and
record them either electronically, on paper, or some a combination of the two.
One size definitely does not fit all.
And so, we wanted to share these journal samples with you to provide a solid understanding of what journaling can be and, further, give you ideas for the types
of journaling which would be best for YOUR trading. The examples should be
most helpful as you seek to stay on the path to being The Disciplined Trader.
Let me close this introduction with a heartfelt “Thank You!” to all those disciplined traders who contributed to this fine sampling of the art of journal for
the trader.

Norman Hallett
The Disciplined Trader Institute
September, 2011
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1. Norman Hallett Says:
Here’s my entry (I won’t be in the contest!)...
I always end my day journaling about what happened during the trading
day.. mentally and emotionally.
I ask and answer these questions in this order...
1.
2.
3.
4.

What did it do RIGHT?
Where did I slip up? (notice, I’m not beating myself up).
How will I solve this slip up , so I don’t do it again?
A statement of commitment to correct the situation tomorrow.

This process keeps me on top of any weaknesses and I commit to
making them mistakes.
2. Bruce L. Says:
I entered my various statistics of a losing trade, entry stop and target.
Then I analysed the trade. My market analysis was great, however I
failed to compare time frames. Having drawn harmonics on 15 min, 1
hr and 4 hr, I traded off a 15 minute, given what I saw to be a genuine
set up. However, having lost the trade and looking at the 1 hr chart, it
showed a different picture! For the sake of another five minutes delay to
allow completion of the same pattern on a 1 hr chart I would have had a
winning trade. I accepted the loss as an error of judgement on my behalf
and nothing that couldn’t be resolved with a little application discipline.
I resolved to tweak my rues to assert a final pre entry rule of cross checking
time frames, from the next day forward. The same scenario occurred and
I smiled as the pips racked up, mission accomplished! Next...!
3. Dino Says:
Hi Norman & Disipline trader team.
I start my journaling with how I want to be, then with what I want to do,
finish of with goals & objectives, everyday.
Today I am going to be smart, professional and in controll of my thoughts
and actions. I am a professional trader who is 100% disiplined, calm &
precise with my entries, stops & profit targets. I am dedicated to being
this person and trader and I am commited to following my trading plan
like clockwork.
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Today I am going to use 2% position sizes for each setup and I am going
to look for one good trade at a time that will give me 2:1 profit/loss ratio.
Todays setups are:- 1. News breakouts, 2. Early stage trend reversals, 3.
Extreme running patterns, 4. Wave 5 (elliot wave).
It is my goal to put $XXXXX profit into my personal trading account for
the month of July 2011. My objective is to do this with all the resouces,
knowledge & experience that I have with the markets.
Dino D.
Then I leave a space for journaling when i have finished the trading day,
what I did right and where I might have stumbled.
I also journal onto a trade sheet for each setup that has more specific
details about entries and strategies.
4. Brent Says:
I annotate my charts and save screen shots that show every trade setup,
entry, and management until exit as well as what I was thinking or noticing
and why I exited. I wait awhile before taking the screen shot so that I can
also show what happened in the market after I exited.
A (hand written) journal entry is done at the end of the day. Since I am
day trading, I may actually be summarizing several trades taken that day.
Here’s an example of a typical journal entry.
I increased my position size to 2 contracts today without too much emotion
attached to that. I found that taking early profits on 1 of the contracts
reduced my winnings but greatly reduced the my stress level and might
have helped mitigate a large loss. I kept my wits about me despite a
market that was frequently overrunning setup areas on the chart.
I had trouble when the market vacillated between deep pullbacks to shallow ones and back to deeper ones. I felt it was probably better to possibly
miss a winner by waiting for the deeper pullback than to saddle myself
with a loser because I anticipated a shallow pullback and was wrong. But
it left me lacking in confidence.
Tomorrow I will remind myself of the need to balance patience with confidence and try and do a better job of that.
5. Tommy Says:
At 9 AM EST, the Russell futures was showing a topping pattern at
resistance on the higher time frames. I pulled the trigger on a short entry
as soon as the signal confirmed. Short at 827.30 with Stop Loss at 827.80
and a Target at 825.1 (just above next support level downward). I was
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feeling at harmony with the market and could see a lot of reasons for
this pullback even though it was a counter-trend move since the markets
were bullish across the board today. I was a little nervous because it was
counter to the market’s move but I felt the market had moved too far,
too fast and was due a pullback. Since I was a bit nervous, I only entered
one lot. Nevertheless, price went almost straight to my target. It was
a beautiful trade. I wish I had trusted my chart skills a bit more and
entered my normal two lots. Next trading session, I am going back to
initial trades of two lots. I was proud that I stayed in my trade all the
way to target. I used to take full stops and only partial profits but I am
overcoming that demon in my trading.
Before trading tomorrow - I will spend some time meditating on these
statements: I know what to do. I willing to do what I am supposed to do
when I am supposed to do it. I am a wise and disciplined trader. I have
a great plan to follow and it makes money. I will let no thought interfere
with my trading plan during the next session.
PS .... Norman - this is a WONDERFUL project. Even if I don’t with
the iPad2, I am going to gain a lot from this exercise. It is great that we
can peep into the minds of traders and learn from their journal entries.
6. Eric E. Says:
Hi guys;
Well, to give you a brief synopsis of my trading journey. After 3 years of
fumbling around with the proverbial 2 steps forward and 3 back I finally
reached the end of myself. It wasn’t my strategy, or my technicals but
rather my core belief that I could actually be a successful trader. And
without the proper discipline it was just too easy for me to self sabotage.
And then beat myself up for doing it.
That being said I continue to challenge those old limited beliefs and with
the tools that we’ve been provided And as a result I’m now a more disciplined, profitable trader.
So, to start my day I now treat my trading like a business and not a hobby.
I try to adhere to a routine of some light cardio exercise, eating a healthy
breakfast, and then listening to a different session of The Traders Mind
each morning.
I then read aloud my “Trading Rules of Engagement.” It’s my personal
list of positive trading affirmations.
I then quickly check world news and the Economic Calendar.
Personally, market overexposure is real. Too much screen time equates to
profits lost, not gained. So one of my rules is win, lose, or draw I only
take 3 trades per day. And I log the technicals as soon as I’ve completed
my last trade.
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I then complete my day by journaling. I rate my day on a scale of 1-5
with room to journal why I chose that number. The parameters I now use
are simple and to the point. They were taken from a recent newsletter by
Norm
Example:
Emotional State of Mind?
12345
(journal)
Did I have Laser Focus?
12345
(journal)
Trading Plan Parameters Met?
12345
(journal)
Risk Management Discipline?
12345
(journal)
That’s my day guys. I trust this helps someone. It definitely helped me.
7. Lyndon Says:
This is an extract from my journal today. Hope it is not to long for you.
12:31 - just needed to duck off for a minute and the trade is now active as
of 12:13pm. Entry 1.61252 Limit at 4:1 Reward:Risk just above resistance
at 1.60452 (80 pip). Stop at 1.61452 (20 pip) above the high of previous
candle. Now 12:50pm and not looking good. Against me by 4 pips but
it’s early days yet. Let us wait and see.
15:44 - gbp/usd has reached 1:1 but because my stop is so small I will
wait until 2:1 before moving to b/e.
18:02 - moving my stop to 1:1 now because it has almost touched 3:1 yay.
Feel like taking my profit and running since there is a loosing trade going
as well but will stick with the plan. I like this retrace thing.
I just zoomed out on the charts and this reminded me I also need to look
at charts in the big picture better. The resistance also comes in earlier at
the 3:1 level but not as strongly. Probably a zone of resistance between
my 3-4:1 areas. There is a knot in my stomach and want to move my limit
up to 3:1 as it seems to be moving back after bouncing of it. Now back
behind 2:1. I also have an overwhelming urge to take my profit but will
just leave it and see what develops as I now have emotions. At least I cant
loose. I at least get 1:1. And have stuck to my plan. Turning screen off
and walking away now.
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21:05 - Ouch!!! Eur/usd stopped out feel a little ill 126.4 pip loss. Defiantly time review this strategy at end of month to see how it is performing.
Think it has brought mostley losses and B/E.
Gbp/usd stopped out at 1:1 20.2 pips profit, yay.
No more trading today, as I would not be in the headspace due to the
uncomfortable ick in my gut.
I learned, I stuck to my plan and will alter plan with what I have learned.
Cheap education considering it’s a practice account but still doesn’t feel
good.
8. Billy D. Says:
Norman,
Thank you for the help as I have been working on getting better with my
journaling for some time now.
I use the NinjaTrader 7 trading platform and use the electronic journal
inside of the program to track my journaling for the moment.
It has search capability as well as exporting to a spreadsheet or emailing
an image.
I really like the:
What did I do right?
What could I have done better?
What will I do tomorrow to continue my path continuing to be the Disciplined Trader that I am learning to be?
Your email asked for trade journal samples well here is mine from today:
Date Note
7/19/2011 3:55 PM
EODTJE: End of Day Trade Journal entry: Wow what a day.... I had
decided to not trade real money and not trade real money I did. I knew
that I’d be nervous from having to go to be at an ONCOLOGY appointment at 9 a.m. PST, but wanted to catch the opening bell and maybe
take a few stabs at SIM trading. Using new ART System and really need
to get the hang of it better. Wrote my friend Brad after getting back from
ONCOLOGY that I think that an eight year old could do better with
the system. Why, simple, because an eight year old doesn’t ask as many
questions. It has been two years of day trading now and I am seeing that
it really is a sport to be taken seriously. Looking back on charts for the
day .... Again the ten min chart appears to have the clearest entry/exit
for the day... Time will tell... Regardless of what I do money management and time in the seat. Okay: What did I do right today. I stuck to
my trading plan; which was not to trade real money today as I had an
Oncology appointment at the VA and knew real money trading would be
affected by my apprehension. With my TWO SIM trades I used stops per
my ART trading system. I also exited my second SIM trade early as I had
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to go to the hospital. Even though it wasn’t real money, I know that I
would do the same with real money as I had no way to monitor the trade
at the VA hospital. What could I have done better: I think that maybe if
I were to wait a bit after I receive a trading signal I may be able to have
a better trade entry into the market. I still need to finish my checksheet
for trade entries as I am trading off the two min chart and doing my best
to remember to check for confirmation or at least proper direction from
the 10 min chart. What will I do better tomorrow: Tomorrow I will be
the disciplined trader that I am becoming. I will have my trade entry
checksheets (tonights homework) with me and enter my trades only when
the market with my trading system indicate time for entry. I will exit my
trades when there is a profit and look for future trade entries. What could
I have done better: I could have taken my
Have a great day....
Thanks for all the help....
C-ya.............................. Bill
9. Wayne Says:
I’ve tried lots of journaling techniques ranging from a daily summary which
I documented at the end of the day through to a detailed document of
absolutely everything in real time and was probably over analysed in my
opinion.
The detailed approach I found distracted me too much from my charts resulting in missed opportunities and yet the daily summary lacked content.
I eventually found something that works for me. I bought the Camtasia
software (alternatives are available) which allows me to record both screen
and audio via a desk top mike. Throughout the day I record both my
analysis of my charts and thought process for taking my trades. This
includes my emotional mindset and can get colourful when I take a loss.
The recording can be switched on/off and with practise I have my end
of day recording down to about 20 minutes. This can then be watched,
when your no longer emotionally attached to the market (I’m working on
that bit - emotionless trading). You will sit in amazement at some of the
decisions and comments you will have made and what potentially could
have been done differently.
I make notes as I’m watching my video recording session (VRS) and take
these nuggets into my next trading session as areas to improve on. With
continual assessment I hope eventually to become the trader I want to be.
This technique I discovered through a search of the internet, it works for
me and I hope someone finds it useful as I too have found it beneficial
reading other peoples experiences.
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Happy trading.
10. David M. Says:
When I trade ... which isnt every day, I might add.
As I‘m using Guy Cohens flag trading stratergies, I get a blank piece of
paper ... draw a little flag on it, the same as it shows in his trade finder
software ... Then I plot out the entry points, 1st p/t points and the stop
losses, all acording to his advice.
And hey presto the 3 times I’ve done this ... combined with the fact that
“I WAS POSITIVTE this would work ... BANG!!”
I withdrew 200-00 each of the 3 times I tried it.
Now I need to focus and use it more and more ...
You could say “I planned it to work” that and the belief, of course.
yours and Thank-You Guy and Norman ...David M.
11. Jeff Says:
I have always had trouble of keeping track of my stock and options trades.
I looked around for trading journals that could keep track of many things.
1) My original cost basis on covered calls, collar trades, verticals or calendars or any other spread trade.
2) My cost basis after I make an adjustment
3) A risk profile that includes my closed positions from my strategy. For
example if I have a covered call and close one short call and open another
one the following month. What is my risk profile look like with the closed
short call.
4) Importing my trades from my broker without me manually entering it.
5) I also wanted to keep track of my primary and secondary exit points.
6) Notes on each trade and the strategy in general.
7) I wanted to keep track of earnings and major market news events in a
calendar.
Keeping track of what strategies work the best for me and then comparing
them later on.
9) View all my accounts from my different brokers in one place with as
much history as I wanted to see.
So I ended up created a full program (not an excel spreadsheet) from
scratch for myself. Traders that I showed it to in my group really liked it
so they started using it. After awhile I ended up putting it up for sale.
I do not want to advertise the product so I will not leave the website or
the name here, but I can leave screen shots once the plugin for that is
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working here.
12. Billy D. Says:
Date Note
7/20/2011 6:04 AM SRJE: Just realized that when we go off daylight savings time that it will actually be lighter for my trading day at least for a
while... Actually with my current schedule it would be better for me to
have STANDARD time all year round not Daylight Savings time... Weird
here and I thought it was the other way around.... It is amazing how many
times I’ve thought things were the other way around. = Any real play in
the market will be after 1030 and it will be morning job to figure out the
direction of the market....We could be forming a Head and shoulders pattern in anticipation of the debt ceiling issue that this country is facing. I
actually feel quite tired and just may go... NOPE I am going to go take a
nap on the couch.... There is plenty of time to trade in the day.... I think
today is going to be an interesting day to the short side on the ES.... Just
wish I was confident enough to put my money into it.... Also have to
figure out ART better.... There are all sorts of trading opportunities.... I
have to be a student of the markets.... Well this student needs a bit more
rest before continuing.... Although last night actually was one of my best
nights sleep in a while....
7/20/2011 6:23 AM I have to be in tune with what ART is telling me not
what I think the market is doing.... The indicators will let me know what
the deal is for the markets.... I still have the feeling that I will see the
major move start in the makrets during the Lunch Hour trade for the ES
today....
7/20/2011 8:04 AM So far on the two min ES chart... Looks like a 2bar
to 2bar day....
7/20/2011 9:14 AM In ART trade from MP trading point Entry 1322 short
feels like I have been in the trade forever, but it has only been half an hour.
13. Betty Says:
I have always kept track of my trades in Excel, but only lately have I been
reviewing what I did. I noticed that I did a better job when I first started
and determined that it was because I had been doing paper trading to
learn the basics. Then after I had been trading for a while I wasn’t doing
so well. I lost the focus that I had been using during the paper trading
phase.
I started paper trading again, mostly to learn a new aspect of trading, but
this has helped in my focus on my actual trading. I realized that paper
trading has a use, as long as it is done realistically, and not “at the end
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of the day”. It can be used to great benefit if done as it would be done
during actual trading, and it can help the actual trading become better.
This is a learning process, and should be approached in that manner.
Whether it is a new aspect of trading or the trading that is being done
for gain, to review what has happened in the past and make note of what
you are doing is important.
14. Laura Says:
Journaling has been really helpful for me. I like to embed inspirational
images.

15. Ellie T. Says:
The most important thing for me to do is to remember to journal and the
end of each day and to remember to check in the morning. I have 6 items
in my plan for now.
1. Be a wise and disiplined trader.
2. Always use stop loss and limit entries.
3.Check out the trend and momentum of the market.
4.Look for the best entry and exit points.
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5.Pull the trigger when you should.
6.Stay focused and follow the rules.
At the end of my first trading day my question to myself is
WHAT DID YOU DO DUMMY?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I tried but not hard enough.
I did this, however I placed my stop losses too close to my entries.
I Did.
Evidently I didn’t do well.
I couldn’t as I stopped out too soon.
I failed - Today was a disaster.

I think I need a better plan!
16. Mary Jean K. Says:
Keeping a Journal
my journal happens to be a spiral notebook
each page is dated
each trade is listed as to market traded, time/price of entry, time/price of
exit
emotions before, during and after trade
trade profit or loss
DID I TRADE MY TRADE PLAN?
IF NOT-WHY NOT??
For me personally (as always fighting the demons of emotion and greed)the last 2 entries are the most critical.
If I am trading my Trade Plan and it is a loss that is still a positive in my
book as I have traded with discipline. If I did not stick to my Trade Plan
and the trade is a gain that is still a loss to me because it indicated lack
of discipline and violation of my Trade Plan.
I have tried in the past to include more but this is basic and for me basic
works best. Sometime I will also add a comment as to market conditions,
etc. but try to just KISS!
17. Khris Says:
I am currently trading iron condors and my trading plan (attached) looks
at strike prices, days to expiration, max profits/losses, fees and profit after
fees/commissions. I update it with each trade, make notations in the cells,
and color code it. The notes on the specific cells keeps a history of things
like “market conditions at point of trade”, “odd entry/exit signals”, etc.
My plan tells me when to adjust, so my journal will only record those
adjustments.
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18. Craig Says:
I currently journal on a legal pad only. That is why I s-s-s-o-o-o-o-o need
an iPad so that I can index and search to quickly relocate past entries and
“notes to self”. It doesn’t do much good to dump things into a bucket
if you can’t selectively and efficiently get them back out when you need
them. I also need a way to spel check my entries!
19. Jeff Says:
I am following up with a screenshot and some more information on my
trading journal.
I really like to keep track of how much commission and fees I am paying. I
used to trade a lot of iron condors but I figured out with my program that
I was paying so much in fees that it was not doing as well as I thought I
was.
Each trade has multiple legs or positions in it so I keep track of my trading
as a strategy. Once you are done with the position you close it out.
Keeping track of your Primary and secondary exit points, and keeping
notes on each trade individual or the position as a whole has always been
very important to me.
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20. Rip Says:
Norman, here is my journal from yesterday. I recently had a light bulb
come on (after reviewing my trade log). I identified two huge opportunities
1) Not trading my plan, and 2) Not letting targets get hit. So, I decided
to do something different and trade my plan and let my targets do their
job. Here goes:
1047: Buy 1 @ 12457/Initial stop - 12447 (below pivot low)/PO1 - 12465
Results - +4.
Hesitated due to significant distance from my moving averages. Entered
when I realized I was not trading my plan (take all 1st retracements).
Smothered trade by moving stop to +4. PO1 Hit.
1316: Buy 2 @ 12457 on a Bullish Outside bar @ support (moving averages). ISL: 12440 (below BUOVB)/ PO1 12467. Results +10/+25.
Almost smothered the trade (again) but gave PA a chance to move higher.
PO1 hit and trailed remaining lot for 25. Patience is key and targets have
a job.
21. Marvin T. Says:
Wow my journal entries are really messy and I’m probably the only one
who can read them lol. Each time I learn something new or a better
way to make money I enter the information right away into an ordinary
notebook. I started this journal when I first started trading options in
2008 and I have 142 entries that have changed and evolved over the years.
My picture isn’t clear but I’ll just type one of them in here:
[7/11/11 (142.) Google’s earnings come out this Thursday
-Volatility today Monday, 4 days till exp. was in the low 60’s for out-ofthe-money calls and puts.
7/12/11 Tuesday- Option volatility rose to about 70 on day 3
-Day 2 Wednesday- Volatility is up to the high 80’s
-Day 1 Thursday premarket: volatilty is in the low 120’s-130’s for options
-After hours GOOG is up $56.89, currently at $595 as I expected.]
So that’s a sample of my journaling, straight to the point and clear enough
for me to refer back to lol. Thanks for the giveaway!
22. Gabi Says:
I’m a swing trader-avg time in a position is 18 days this year, max 71
days. That’s why my journaling stands on two pillars:
1) Excel’s file with numbers and statistics about my trades and performance of this trading.
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Each trade has its own list where I have information about instrument,
entry point, exit point, requested margins and commision and result of
the trade. Most beneficial for me was adding a list with equity/account
balance on the daily base. Last important part of this Excel’s file is a
list “Overview” with summary statistics: # of trades, # of winners, #
of losers, Win%, AVG win/loss, Expectancy, AVG Win, AVG Loss and
comparision of this numbers from previous years.
2) Second part of my journaling is in OneNote application.
Here I have a space to write all details and thoughts about trades: not
only daily close prices and levels of tracking indicators. Main part of
this journaling are daily screenshots of trade and evaluation of a trade. I
evaluate each trade from the view of 7 following criterias:
- plan: Do I have a WRITTEN plan before I entered this trade? For each
trade I need to evaluate entry point, SL, PT, calculate Risk Reward Ratio,
decide about money management
- observance of the money management: Did I follow my plan?
- observance of the entry point: Did I follow my plan?
- observance of the exit: Did I follow my plan?
- observance of the journaling: Did I journal regulary?
- overall impression of the trade
- follow-up after 2 months
When asking “Did I follow my plan” I can answer only yes or no. When
“Yes” is the answer I write down: ok-I am a wise and disciplined trader.
When “No” is the answer I write down e.g.: nok-I exit the trade because
I was scared about open profit and this is not like me as a wise and
disciplined trader. And I also count how much this fault costs me and
add it to “Violation of my plan” page where I count summary of these
violations. And I have to say that this sum is month from month smaller
Gabi
P.S.: Thank you, Norman, for your 4-minute drills-as you can see-it inspires me and helps me to be a better trader.
23. Sara Says:
I am a day trader. I always fight the impulse of “going to miss the trade”.
For now, this is my weakness I am working on, so this is where I consentrate my journal on.
The top of my journal jot a few important things from the previous day.
I dont get into too much detail as I have another worksheet for my daily
analysis stuff, and I screen record the trading day so I can actually go over
the trades to get more insight as to what I could have done differently on
the trades I was too impatient on.
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Then I type up a few trading senerios to look for on this trading day. This
keeps me focused so I train my brain what to look for, and what to do if
I see it.
Then I have an area where I keep records of my trades on that day (stops,
profits).
Then I have the area were I keep track of if I followed my trading plan.
For that I have a box where I put a number in for each of these catagories:
How did I take the trade?
1. I waited and traded on a set up.
2. Was impatient and got in before the set up unfolded.
3. Chased the trade.
4. Traded in fear of missing the “Big One”.
Did the trade work:
Yes / No
Then I monitor if it worked and possible reasons why:
1. The trade did what I anticipated.
2. Markets are random and I play against emotional traders. I can do all
things right and still have a bad trade.
3. Even though I was impatient or chased the trade, it worked.
4. I chased the trade, was impatient, and the trade went against me.
In reviewing what did I learn, I can gain confidence knowing I am growing
as a trader. I want to confirm:
1. I can trust my indicators as well as my planned set ups.
2. I am too impatient and trade on emotion, need to work harder on this.
3. We all make stupid mistakes, let’s keep track of how many we make for
future corrections.
If I am seeing too many #3s & #4s here on my journal, I know I am
trading on emotion and not market generated data.
I remind myself to:
LEARN FROM THIS DATA AS THIS IS MY TOOL I USE TO BECOME
A BETTER TRADER.
I attached my spreadsheet with my notes, but from the looks of the others
who posted Excel spreadsheets, you wont get to see much of it.
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24. Bill R. Says:
Norman,
This is a great contest and provides great insight into various processes.
I like the KISS formula when journaling so I hope this helps some others.
My goal is to be able to attend your next intensive disciplined trader event
and the journaling will help me get there.
I begin each entry with the mantra that “I am a wise and disciplined
trader”. That puts me in the mindset of success and trading discipline.
Then like most everyone I put the entry, reason, money management, and
stops, etc.
I focus on the mental state that I am in and the urges to get off plan. For
me the old habits of moving stops, averaging down, and taking profits too
soon are my achilles heal, so I keep awareness on those areas. I also try
to focus at all times on celebrating successes. If feeling agitated and I put
on a trade, I keep that feeling present on the screen to be aware that it
is an area of concern for me in the past. By being in the moment a wise
and disciplined trader, these old habits are over time being replaced with
healthier and disciplined results. I reward myself with corny things like
ice cream or smiley faces for following my plan. It has been researched,
backtested, traded small and now traded as my parameters require for me
to stay disciplined. The close of the trade notes all the specifics along with
my feelings. For me, the journaling isn’t about the specifics as much as
about the mind state and reactions to my feelings to bring them into the
conscious present moment so that they are not controlling me. Sometimes
during the trade, I will just go back to the excel with the journal entry to
repeat that I am a wise and disciplined trader and reiterate my stop, my
target, and my money management. As long as those are as they were
when I entered, the feeling of wanting to take profit too soon is simply a
feeling that I can overcome with the techniques that you and Tisha have
taught me!
I will be joining you somewhere warm and exotic for your next event.
Thanks for a wonderful service, a great contest and the psychological/mind
training tools you have provided me to take old habits and replace them
with new focused successful habits.
25. Don S. Says:
It’s nothing special, but I’ve been journaling since I started trading and
it’s helped me become more consistent. Each entry is marked on the chart
with a lime green square (if profitable) or a pink square (if loss).
26. Thay Says:
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I will provide one of my most recent daily journal entries (6/27) and my
current monthly journal for one of the products I paper trade as examples.
I hope you all find it helpful and as with everything in life, it is still
constantly evolving as I, myself, continue to develop into a better trader.
Below are the notes that I take as I am entering a trade and in the example
picture attached, I copy and paste those daily notes into the monthly
journal. It is the red earmark (“Insert Comment”) on C13:
06/27/2011
Acct. Value = $96,984.00
R1 Pivot: 1279.42 (.50)
Center Pivot: 1270.33 (.25)
S1 Pivot: 1254.67 (.75)
Price above/below Pivot: Above
Bull/Bear Setup: Bull
Above/Below (R1, Center, S1):
Above Center
Max Pos. Size (AV/5000) = 19 contracts
Risk ((2*ATR) +.50): 4.50 = $225
Position Size (AV * 3%)/Risk:
2909/225 = 12 contracts
Entry (up to 2 ticks): 1270.75 @ 9:35am
Initial Stop: 1266.25 = 4.5 pts
1st 50% move (adjust stop): 1275.00 (adjust stop to 1269.75) @ 1:00pm;
happened while I was in meeting so couldn’t adjust stop
2nd 78.6% move (target if significant move to next pivot):
N/A
Price Target (within 2 ticks):
1279.00 = 8.25 pts
RESULTS: Target met at 1:30pm. Gain of 8.25 pts = $4,950.00.
Happy Trading!
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27. Keith Says:
Ok Norman, you asked for it! And, first let me say this is a great idea!!
Being able to peek @ other traders journals is soooo helpful and insightful,
and genious on your part! I’m a scalper I’m in a trade anywhere from a
few seconds to 15 minutes. I trade off of 5, 10, 15, and 30 min charts.
Primarily off of the 5 and 10. I listen to trading mind software 20-30
min 3-4 nights a week. I’ll skip my routine before coming to my trading
station. I stand to trade, I took inspiration from Thomas Jefferson, he
used a standing desk. I’ve been using it for about 2 weeks now and love
it. First I read my trading rules, I have 13 rules. Then I read my “I AM”
affirmations.
I am a wise and disciplined trader, I AM a successful trader, I AM improving my trading skills everyday, I Am a happy trader, I AM breathing
easily from my one spot, I AM a relaxed trader, I AM a positive trader, I
AM a focused trader I AM a patient trader, I AM a decisive trader.
Then I read Trading Advice by Larry Conners. (I’m going to include it
because its so good ) 1. Focus on executing your system perfectly for each
individual trade. 2. Focus on weekly or monthly gains and not the results
of individual trades. 3. Track and quantify your performances mercilessly.
4. At the end of each day, each week, and month evaluate your actions and
then commit to doing better tomorrow. 5. Stay positive in your thoughts
and spoken words. 6. Stay away from negative influencers that cause you
to have doubts and fears about your ability as a trader. 7. Teach others
to maximize their performance and, in so doing, maximize your own.
Then I read this by Mark Douglas, 1. Anything can happen. 2. I don’t
need to know what is going to happen next in order to make money. 3.
There is a random distrbution between wins and losses for any given set
of variables that define an edge. 4. An edge is nothing more than an
indication of a higher probability of one thing happening over another. 5.
Every moment in the market is unique.
I then read my final notes from yesterday’s journal entry. And Norman,
I owe a great debt of graditiude for your guidance!! This is the 4th form
of journaling and is so far the most helpful. I use a lined notebook and
enter each trade on its own line. I tried recording just didn’t work for me.
So here is previous days ending entry:
Well, today was an interesting day, had 6 trades/candles only move 4 pips
and then turn. I allowed myself to get fustrated, really a rather silly thing
to do. Ended the day very close to my goal. I may need to change my
stop, decide by end of week. My breathing is showing improvement! Keep
it up! Goals for tomorrow 1, No Fustration 2, Stay focused and 3, new
journaling method to help not miss trades.
Then I check fundies and I’m off looking for set ups. Here is a snapshot of
my trading. 9:00 am News LTP every TF Pointed long, limited out +15
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pps. Very Tired today! Moved 28 pps thats ok. 9:10 am 5 min +6 pps,
after news spike. 9:20 5 min was a buy went south -5 pps. 9:25 5 min
was a short. went up 10 pps LOL. -5 pps. 9:30 5 & 10 min long 15 min
short went long +5 then it turned and burned. Breath. 9:35 5 min was
a short, 5 moving sideways stayed out, good choice, not an A trade. 9:40
last 5 min was a bullish engulfing so a buy, 10 a no trade. Went long + 10
pps, good patience! 9:45 coffee. 9:50 5 min short, +4 pps 3xs then aginst
me 6pps, tried to scratch trade @ even, requote!!! stayed in & went my
way. +5 pps. Sometimes its better to be lucky than right lol. 10:00 5 min
opened below blue line & 10 was short, candle was erratic so I grabbed
and went! +7 pps moved 10 pps.
This is a one hour snapshot of my trading jounal. I usually trade for 4
hours. When I’m done, I’ll take lunch and then come back sit down and
do my end of day journaling. In the early evening I then go back over
every trade with the charts and evaluate my trades and add to my journal
anything that I may have missed. That usually takes about an hour and
a half. I hope any of this maybe helpful someone. thanks again Norman.
28. Mark Says:
Hi Norman,
Great idea to do this, thanks!
For me, I like my journal to be very easy and appealing to read again. I
don’t like using #’s and raw stats.
This is more for my mindset and discipline and emotions. I want to put to
end the bad stuff and continue with the good stuff. Basically, I’m kinda of
talking to myself essentially. Either routing myself on or ‘coaching’ myself
on my mistakes via the journal.
Example of a “bad” trading session entry:
- waited in beginning for awhile, was feeling patient - good job. Then lost
2 pts that put me right into a recovery mindset mode. Trying to ‘get back’
the losses. Ended up way overtrading.
- too much weight on the 4/10 line crossing ... let myself get fixated on
one indicator.
- I was antsy in my trading time. Was feeling a bit touchy. I won’t trade
if I’m feeling this way.
- Broke my rules. Didn’t wait for the A+ trade. I pushed the indicators
to do what they didn’t tell me.
- Traded in a tight range. I will wait for better ranges to trade.
- I won’t go back into old habits. I won’t let myself.
- Bottom line: I jumped when I knew I shouldn’t have. Let myself trade
when had I had anything but patience and the A+ trade in my mind.
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- Lost sight of truly waiting on the system/indicators. I will only trade
according to my system.
Example of a “good” trading session entry:
- Great trading. 1 trade and I hit my daily targets.
- I waited for the obvious trade and it feels great.
- I was confident and disciplined!
29. AJ Says:
I keep my journal in Microsoft’s OneNote. I created a template that
I use every day. It has 5 sections for each day: Today’s Setups; PreMarket Outlook; Today’s Activities; After the Close Review and Personal
Journal. Depending how the day goes, this can get very lengthy. Hopefully
the image will come over. I chose a moderate example to kep the size
down.
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30. Trouble555 Says:
I created my journal in Excel so I can custom tune what I record. After 30
trades I do a summary and self evaluation of the 30 traades to determine
if the system is performing to my expectations or if I need to adjust the
system to meet changing trends. I have several worksheets in the Trading
Log Workbook and do my analysis of a stock or option in these worksheets,
determine whether or not to make the trade and then “pull the trigger.”
I have several different systems and a separate worksheet for each type of
system, that way I can fine-tune each system independently to met my
needs.
Logs / Journals are of no value unless you take the time to periodically
review and analyze your previous trades. You must record the reasons for
entering and exiting a trade and the conditions of the market when the
trade was made. I have found that reviewing the log on a periodic basis
keeps me focused on how the markets are changing and how to best take
advantage of this analysis.
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31. Adel Says:
Here’s my entry.
I make it a priority to finish a day of trading by self-reflecting upon
what happened during the trading day. I keep it tight, brief and
to the point else the “habit” weakens.
I ask specific questions and then answer them every day.
These are
A. What did I do correctly today?
B. What could be improved ? When ? How ?
C. Did I outright slip up? If so, what exactly? How to remedy it
so it never happens again?
D. What shall I do to monitor “B & C”: so I genuinely keep improving?
The key word is “genuinely”.
E. What have I found that I should be doing, could be doing, should be
improving upon, but am falling back into old patterns? What can I do
in a massive way to change that?
I ask the above question but now work with accountability coaches (yes,
more than one) whom I train with the above, and who keep me accountable. I have a 5 minute daily coach and 45 minute weekly coach.
Since doing that it was like putting the above question ON STEROIDS
because we can all fool ourselves but we can’t fool a good accountability
coach - and even if the coach doesn’t say anything, at least we become
self-aware of our own mistakes and areas of improvement!
I think Norman is the best. I went from only a $500 seed capital to now
over $267,346 as of yesterday following your “psychology” over 5 months.
I have come to realise we all have different methods of the “how to” but
we can all focus on the same framework of the “psychology” and some of
the rule of trading like asset management, stoploss or puts and so forth
so there is never too much exposure. Thanks Norman, you are the best!
I can even show you my results with Ameritrade and Schwab accounts!
Adel
32. Moses Says:
My journal entries captures the following
1. The date and day of the trade. I also take note of whether the day is
a public holiday or not
2. Any major news event
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Currency pair
%Margin risked
Reason for the trade
Buy/Sell. Entry point, stop loss and profit target.
Results - basically looking at return on investment (ROI)
Post trade analysis - did the trade go as planned etc

Usually I do a end of week review.
Regards,
Moses
33. Jonatan Says:
This is basically the overall information that keep. Along side a have a
actual journal where I right down any research that I have been doing,
how I’m feeling about where the markets are going and the end of the day
thoughts on the market direction and what I want to pay attention to the
following day.
34. David Says:
I use a spreadsheet and include the following:
Date, Source of the stock (where I got the stock idea from), closing price,
buy target price, sell target price, time frame, actual bought, actual sold,
% gain, amount gain (per share), number of shares and comments. A
sample of one of my comments - this was for ATI:
“7/5/2011 - 10:14 AM - Looking at my portfolio and see this stock. I
have no idea why I bought it and it is down now and doesn’t appear to
be going up. Need to decide if I’m going to sell options/covered call or if
I just drop it all together.
7/5/2011 - 3:12 PM - Option chain has $65 for $1.05 (down 20cents today).
If I do the $65 strike calls at $1.05 for 2 weeks - 7/16 then it would
be around a 40% return (less commissions). The same strike brings in
$2.80/share but would be six weeks and about the same return (a little
less). So I will give it a shot. 37-40% return isn’t bad.
7/15/2011 - 10:41 PM - stock went up to 66.30 or $1.30 above the calls I
sold. On the one hand I’ve made $200 plus the $82 for the calls - $282,
on the other hand I could have made $400 by just holding on to the stock
and selling it now. Of course I didn’t think the stock was going to go up,
I was more fearful of the stock tanking.”
35. Beverly J. Says:
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OPTION WORKSHEET
Date:
SYMBOL:
STOCK
UNDERLYING $
IBD RATING

Rank

Sector
Competitors:
Earnings Date
OPTION CHAIN
Call

Put

CC

VOLUME(300K min)
Volatility:
Historic:
IV
STRIKE
Dys to Expire:

MO:

OP INT (100 Min.)
OP VOL
ASK

Actual OX

Revised Ask

*

SPREAD
*Magic # - Spread div. by 3, subtr from Ask Price
DELTA

GAM

TH

Intrinsic Value %
Time Value %
Stop Loss $
Rev:
(Premium x .30=X) Prem less .30 + Spread=Stop OR 7 - 8% of UL
Take Profit $
(X +X + Prem + Spread= Limit
OR 25% of UL
Potential Risk:
BUY price

=$

less Stop SELL price $
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= Risk
($
=========
Potential Gain:
BUY price

$

less Limit SELL price

$

**

=Max Win
+$
=========
Limit sell ** $
Less Ask price $
Need
Option price up by: ***
@

ATR x Delta = $
*** divided by @ =days
UL
plus: days x ATR

=Target Stock Price ==========
TRADE & PROBABILITY CALC’R:
(use 2nd date for swing trading)
BREAKEVEN:
TARGET:

Profit:

PROBABILITY%
PRICER (use Movement & DTS)
Curr Theo. Price
Curr Ask Price
(No more than 20% overpriced)
Theo Price after # days and target price changed:
(Return on Investment)
ROI %
Potential Gain divided by Buy Price
Risk F actor %
Potential Gain divided by (X x 100 x contract= Risk)
CHART:
ATR
Elder charts concur
Entry strategy check list:
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PPO thick cross up over red.
Histogram crosses zero line
9 day crosses 15 day EMA
Positive candle crosses 9 day EMA

Attach entry chart
Alerts to Buy:
1. RSI heading up
2. Positive candle on chart &
EMA 9 moving toward 15 day.
3. Black PPO and ADX spreading
4. PPO histogram blocks narrowing upward
5. ADX line pushing away from PPO
6. ADX D1 (green) points, moving up
7. ADX -D1(red) points, heads down
8. Accum/Dist begins to head up
Alerts to Sell: (Long Term)
1. RSI drops overbought area
2. 9 day EMA drops closer to 15 EMA
3. Negative candles
4. WM%$ drops below -20
5. PPO histogram narrows downward
6. Black ADX flattens, green heads down & red heads up
CONFIRM SELL:
1. Crossover of PPO lines
2. 9 day crosses 15 day EMA
3. Severe drop in Acc/Dist. line.
Short Term Play:
(volatile market)
1. Reference 60 min chart to pinpoint
entry and exit. Alert signals are the same but for shorter period.
36. MY Says:
I use a standard journal with purchase date, ticker, price, number of
shares, target prices, total amount, sale date, price, profit or loss and
% profit or loss. I also track my buys and sells on a stock chart. See
attached. Blue means bought. Orange means sold. I use the RSI as a key
indicator so I plot where the RSI was when I buy or sell.
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37. Wayne Says:
I use journaling in two distinct areas. The first is used to devise a trading
strategy which is then thoroughly back tested. I keep records and tweak
my criteria until I achieve the results I want. This in turn gives me the
confidence to formulate a trading plan based on my analysis.
This is where the important bit starts, having the discipline to trade my
plan. My journaling now revolves around how well I can achieve this,
I only record basic figures/results because even a losing trade can be a
successful trade if I have followed my plan. At the completion of a sample
set of trades I look at the P&L, if I’ve followed my plan and the results are
not as expected, it’s back to part one (strategy testing & back testing).
Invariably though, it will be a lack of discipline that has interfered with
my results. This is where my daily journaling is valuable, if I have not
followed my plan, why not, what was the reason? Analysis of my daily
insights will highlight some glaring chink in my trading armour that needs
attention.
I used to use post-its on my monitor, in an attempt to keep my newly
identified area’s of improvement at the forefront of my mind, but they
would curl up and fall off.
Now I have a digital photoframe, I use powerpoint to design all the phrases
of wisdom that will springboard me to trading stardom and download
them to my photo-frame and I now have them displayed on my desk as a
constant reminder of where my focus should be..
The journaling continues and as one weakness is eradicated another replaces it. I am thoroughly enjoying this review, it encourages me to look
at my own journaling and what I am trying to achieve whilst picking up
useful snippets off other entries.
Happy trading.
38. Matt H. Says:
I am a sophmore. That’s what I tell my family about where I am with
trading - I’ve learned some, but still have a long road ahead. So as it is
with my trading, I have been “meaning to get around to” journaling. And
recently, I finally came up with a method that has helped me to turn the
corner.
First, you should know that my work with trading has been serious and
focused on developing a daytrading model that works for me. I have
recently felt like I came to an epiphany as far as my ideal setup. But the
problem has been holding the trade - again and again I would enter on my
target with the right setup, only to let go 2 minutes later for a small gain
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or small loss, and only to watch as my setup worked for what could’ve
been a nice profit.
So, it’s this problem with holding that I needed to address, and I planned
on doing so with journaling. But, here’s the thing - My trading problem
as I viewed it was a purely emotional one, with the stress of watching a
new position in the first five minutes causing me to veer from my plan.
So, to solve it, I decided I needed to hear my thought process out loud, as
it was happening, so I could take on my emotions head on.
Here’s what I did: I downloaded a free program off the internet that
records my screens and voice through a microphone. Then, as I see a trade
setup coming, I click “record” on the software, and it starts recording my
screens and voice. Then, I talk. I talk about anything and everything
that’s going through my head right at that moment. And in my mind, it’s
important because I’m “being recroded”. I must be honest, and I must
not hold back anything - it’s all out loud and all being documented by the
recording.
What I’ve found is that when the emotions are being talked aloud when
making a trading decision, it dilutes the emotions. It makes them less
powerful. I can also talk aloud all my reasons for being in the position
which helps me keep a balanced view on what’s happening.
And best of all, I am creating a log of all the trades I make via recorded
video of the charts as they move, and my voice. I can use these for learning
from my mistakes and improving entries / exits. I can review my videos
as much as I want, and watch what I did and hear what I was thinking as
it happened. This is my journaling technique.
39. Peter Says:
Hi,
Quite simply I have drawn up a trade sheet using Excel which highlights
:- date:time:pair: B/S: EP: stop:Risk :per pip: limit 1 : limit 2;result
profit:result loss: Remarks.
I know before each trade my total loss potential, followed by a simple
remark of the trade when completed
I have found from experience and cost the difficulty of controlling emotions
and journalling does help focus the mind in keeping to a plan.
Regards
Peter
40. Manny S. Says:
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I add an entry into my Journal everyday that the market is open. Because
everyday is different even if I don’t trade that day, I still need to remind
myself why didn’t I trade that day. I read my trading books during these
times that my strategy is not in play.
Normally every night I scan the charts for my strategy and set alerts. Set
them and forget them. When my alert goes off, I go into the following
checklist.
1. Which trading Strategy is in play
2. Stops and targets identified
3. Take action and review (Systematical approach not emotional)
Well that is easier said than done. I had an emotion when taking a trade
last friday, even though I know better. But I was able to conquer it and
wrote it down on my Journal ASAP. Win or lose I needed to mark it down.
So I can go back to it later and see what occurred.
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41. Peter T. Says:
Trading as a business requires me to daily track my trading activities.
Not so much as a (Positive and Negative) journal as it is for the IRS to
show my trading is a business and not a hobby.
I’ve decided to set up my spread sheet with other tabs to keep notes for
review.
Thanks for the prod to keep better track of my trades.
42. KC Says:
July 21, 2011
Patience.
9:35 - GC long from 1599.8. Signal came just above the MM line (the
diamond was actually on the other side of the line) first blue diamond
in the uptrend. Stop was below the signal candle wick at 1599.0 and 2
candles later it dipped to within 1 tick of getting stopped out, but went
on to full target at 9:37. +150
10:07 - CL long from 99.75. Again, first blue diamond in the up trend.
Stop at 99.64 and this one also came to within 1 tick of getting stopped
out, but went to full target at 10:12. +310
10:09 - 6E long 1.4327. Red Diamond failure, stop placed at 1.4320, 1
tick below signal candle body. Stopped out. Went to low of 1.4218 before
resuming the up to what would have been full target. Maybe we should
place the stop below the swing low, would have been 1.4312 (15 ticks).
Keep and eye out.
-175
11:39 - 6E short 1.4348. First red Diamond pull back, no heat full target.
+187.50
Market moving slow and all market positive. Stop for the day. +462.50
Commission - 38.40
Total - +424.10
Trading Grade: A
Reason: Didn’t overtrade and stuck to the trade plan. Two near stops
could have forced different results if we got out early.
Things to keep and eye on: Red Diamond failure stop placement
43. Tannette C. Says:
Here is an example of the settings for trading futures. This will simplify
your trading.
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Best Markets now to trade in are E-Mini S&P (ES)
EUR/USD (6E)
30-year T-bonds (ZB)
Crude Oil (CL) and
Gold (GC)
You can set up your charts by time, volume or volatility based (range
based). 90% of traders use time based in 5 minute intervals. Other use
volume of 133 ticks (a trade) chart. Volatility based or range based is a
fixed length or 2 pts. There is a new bar if prices break out of this range.
You can predict the open, high, and low of the bar. You know where the
high will be; 2 pts from the low. You know where the low will be; 2 pts
from the high. You know where the close will be; close at the high or low.
You know where the next bar opens; if the previous bar closed at the low
bar then it will open at 1 tick below the low. If previous closed at high
tick it will open 1 tick above at the high of the bar.
Your best indicators are 1. Bollinger Bands - 12 for moving averaage and 2 for standard deviation.
This is to identify trends such as an uptrend or downtrend.
2. MACD - settings should be (12,26,9). A downtrend is shown by the
MACD below the zero line and below the signal line. Uptrend is above
the zero line and above the signal line.
Always confirm with more than one indicator to see if it is really and uptrend or downtrend.
3. RSI - settings should be (7 bars) which shows relative strength of the
trend. RSI ¿ (greater than) 70 is an uptrend. RSI zero, and RSI ¿ 70
indicates an uptrend.
44. Garret L. Says:
Here is an example of my journal and how I start my trading day...
I’m huge on psychology and emotions for each trade, and my journal is
hinged on that...
I feel I’ve always captured the emotion and psychology on my trades
through brutal honesty, but still haven’t found the “edge” I can hang
my hat on.
Hope this example helps someone out there.
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45. Rosco Says:
1st July 2011
Proud of my discipline that I did not trade the EUR/USD yesterday as it
was outside my risk tolerance.
Open Positions:
GBP/USD +1 Entry=1.608 Close=1.6052 PIPs= -28
Stop= N/C Risk=$210
EUR/CHF +1 Entry=1.2050 Close=1.2197 PIPs= +147
Stop=1.1875 Risk=$140
GBP/JPY +1 Entry=129.45 Close=129.32 PIPs= -12.5
Stop= N/C Risk=$170
USD/CHF -1 Entry=0.8425 Close=0.8405 PIPs -61
EXIT SIGNAL Exit=0.84186
This trade had been in good profit, exit with profit just enough to cover
brokerage! Do I need to reduce my target levels? Risk:Reward 1:2
I continue to refine my strategy and adhere to my risk tolerance now by
using micro lots. I need to work on my target levels more and make sure
my overall profit exceeds my loss. My daily journal is working well and
has enabled me to focus better on my mindset. I need to put less emphasis
on the entry point as my fear & greed have made me miss getting into
good trades as I try to get in at the best possible point. Overall I feel my
trading has improved immensely since I started my trading career over.
Looking forward to another profitable, well traded month.
46. Gary Says:
Mine is a simple spreadsheet with pair, date and time opened, date and
time closed, order type-market or pending, price, target, stop, profit or
loss and finally a remarks area.
47. Dave Says:
As a student of Todd Mitchell I basically execute 4 standard trades, so
my challenge is to “See the Trade, Take the Trade” - when I see and take,
regardless of the outcome, I consider myself successful.
Complimenting that philosophy is a journaling program that pre-computes
number of contracts based on standard 3% risk, entrances and exits, along
with standard 2.5 / 5.0 / +/-1 pt at support / resistance exits, along with
comments on each trade, complimented with a summary “Trade Grade”
Best Regards
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48. Jean Says:
My journal is a calendar that I use for keeping track of my daily stock
trading. I will check the market....spy,qqq’s etc. to see what is happening
and make a notation. I will check my current trades.....will notate if target
is near or if I need to change a stop. If something has gone wrong with the
trade.....then I try to analyze if I followed my rules, did some unpredictable
news or event happen....then notate what I will do with the trade. I will
notate the stock, why I like it and my entry date and time.
I also have a section of how or where I found the stock. Like if I saw it
in IBD, a newsletter or from a scan. One of my best trades was just a
paragraph in a free newsletter talking about natural gas with a couple of
names to look into.....so I did....and bought a particular one after some
research and agreeing with his comments....still have the stock...bought at
3.91 and now near 25.00 (don’t have many of those!). The other entries
will be for targets, exits and any other comments about the trade or the
market for the day. Constantly trying to improve and hopefully will have
another trade like the one stated above. It’s never ending to learn as much
as possible, journal it and trade it.
49. Sherman Says:
Hi, this is such an awesome and useful thread. As you can see from my
attachment I trade mostly vertical credit spreads. I try to ensure that I
have followed my plan with ref to delta, standard deviation etc. I review
at the end of each month and write a few brief bullet comments to focus
on the following month. I have also found that removing dollar signs from
much of the spreadsheet makes me more objective and less emotional when
placing trades. Sounds a bit weird but if it works right?? The second
shot is to better show the comments section. Thank you for the article
about journaling and thanks also to all of the other posters so far. Happy
trading!
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50. Naveen Says:
I use a mostly automated Excel based journal to allow for maximum detail
with least effort. Most fields auto calculate and can be adjusted and
changed as required, providing flexibility as I learn and adapt as a trader.
I try to use colour to group various bits of information (ie. Green is entry
data, Red is Stop Loss & and $ Risk data. Blue is target and profit data,
etc). Please see the screenshot for further detail on how it looks and what
data fields are able to be recorded. This is setup specifically for Forex
trading as that is the only market I trade. I really enjoyed reading the
article on journaling and it has helped me in building this current version
of my trading journal. Please note some the entries have been added for
illustration only.
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51. Arthur Says:
The numbers tell the story. Below are trades made on 4/20/2011. The
trades were broken up by the platform I used.
The trades were mostly Bull Put or Bear Call spreads. The net for that
day was $3,839.
Journal Entry04/20/2011 09:40:56 Bought 100 NFLX Apr 21 2011 260.0 Call @ 0.11
-1,183.00
04/20/2011 09:40:56 Sold 100 NFLX Apr 21 2011 255.0 Call @ 0.19
1,824.96
04/20/2011 10:04:22 Bought 50 NFLX Apr 21 2011 260.0 Call @ 0.11
-595.5
04/20/2011 10:04:22 Sold 50 NFLX Apr 21 2011 255.0 Call @ 0.24 1,162.47
04/20/2011 10:11:56 Bought 18 NFLX Apr 21 2011 260.0 Call @ 0.13
-255.5
04/20/2011 10:11:56 Sold 18 NFLX Apr 21 2011 255.0 Call @ 0.29 508.48
04/20/2011 10:29:51 Sold 10 NFLX Apr 21 2011 255.0 Call @ 0.24 224.49
04/20/2011 10:30:10 Bought 12 NFLX Apr 21 2011 260.0 Call @ 0.14
-213.5
04/20/2011 10:30:10 Bought 2 NFLX Apr 21 2011 260.0 Call @ 0.11 -22
04/20/2011 10:30:10 Bought 36 NFLX Apr 21 2011 260.0 Call @ 0.12
-432
04/20/2011 10:30:10 Sold 12 NFLX Apr 21 2011 255.0 Call @ 0.27 286.49
04/20/2011 10:30:10 Sold 2 NFLX Apr 21 2011 255.0 Call @ 0.24 47.99
04/20/2011 10:30:10 Sold 36 NFLX Apr 21 2011 255.0 Call @ 0.25 899.98
04/20/2011 10:31:52 Bought 10 NFLX Apr 21 2011 260.0 Call @ 0.11
-125.5
04/20/2011 11:10:12 Bought 52 NFLX Apr 21 2011 260.0 Call @ 0.14
-775
04/20/2011 11:10:12 Sold 52 NFLX Apr 21 2011 255.0 Call @ 0.29 1,468.97
04/20/2011 11:19:03 Sold 50 NFLX Apr 21 2011 255.0 Call @ 0.37 1,812.46
04/20/2011 11:19:03 Bought 50 NFLX Apr 21 2011 260.0 Call @ 0.15
-795.5
52. Robert Says:
My Trading Plan/Journal is designed to eliminate emotional trading decisions, per Norman’s Preaching, based on spreadsheet evaluation criteria,
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Red = no go; Green = go or proceed to next evaluation criteria. Evaluation criteria include the following:
Market Evaluation
Sector Evaluation
Stock Screening for Stock selection
Chart Evaluation of selected stock
Price
Volume
Earnings
Trend Lines
Moving Averages
Bollinger Bands
RSI
Candlestick Formations
Chart Patterns
Multiple Time Frames - Monthly, Daily, 4 hours, 1 hours
Spread sheet evaluation includes Entry/Exit Prices, Profit/Losses, Stop
Loss, Target Price, Win/Loss Ratio.
End of Day evaluation includes spread sheet comments as to why trade
entered and exited. Weekly/Monthly review assess whether Plan/Journal
was effective in elinating emotion during past period trading activities
53. Skrat Says:
I give each trading day a letter grade:
A = I followed my methods perfectly and hit my goal for the day;
B = ” ” made some money;
C = ” ” lost money;
D = I did not do everything correctly but still made money;
F = ” ” and lost money.
I list all of my entries and exits, the time of each (so that I can review
them on the charts anytime in the future), and how much was gained or
lost on each trade. On the bottom of my journal I put comments that
might be of help to make me a better trader in the future. This is what I
commented on an “F” day:
“I allowed myself to get distracted. My largest loss followed. After that I
exited a winning trade prematurely and missed a huge winner.”
I sometimes note how I felt about some of my trades, as I have better
results when I feel comfortable with what I am doing. Even though I
scored an “A” yesterday, this was my entry:
“My first two trades were entered with stop orders at the times that reports came out. This way of trading makes me uneasy and feels too much
like gambling.”
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54. Barbara Says:
I have experimented with many different journaling ideas and have finally
found the one that works for me. I strictly trade the ES.
I use a bound composition book. In the Left margin I note the time. In
the main area, I write the action that is observed. I notate when one of
my trade set-ups is beginning to formalize. I also note the list of factors
that are confirming the trade set up.
I continue marking new entries as the changes occurs, whether it be a
formal buy or sell Entry and at what price...or additional factors...or the
failure of the set up to formalize.
Therefore, my journal contains detailed information about Time of Day
and the actual Trades (success and failures).
I also make a pre-market Entry as to the action of the Overnight, as well
as, how we expect to Open as compared to the Previous Day’s Range.
55. John S. Says:
The attached form is one I developed to help me implement and stick to
my trading plan. It keeps me focused on what I should do and gives me
a logical sequence to formulate my strategy. Once done, it serves as my
source of decision making data. In effect, my decisions are already made
and I simply monitor the trade, when necessary, and analyze whether or
not the plan performed as I anticipated. It also illustrates if I made an
error in judgement, in which case I can review the parameters of my trade
and further what I might do to correct those particular actions in upcoming trades.
56. Leslie G. Says:
I keep Excel workbooks for all my accounts (normal Forex, Straddle trading, and several equity accounts.) Attached is the one for Straddle trading.
It is on a demo account only until I have thoroughly explored the software
and the trades start coming in bigger. I have submitted a lot of questions
via email on the website to the people who support Straddle Trader Pro.
So far not a single reply. No phone number. On-line support is your best
shot to get any kind of question answered.
57. Ridz Says:
I use blank A4 sized paper to record down the details of my transactions
and file them for various strategies that I have to keep track how each
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strategy is doing. I do write something about how I was feeling in entering and exiting the trades. I am still not disciplined in this matter and
this tends to be a hit and miss kind of thing.
58. Dave P. Says:
Actual Journal Extract from 9th May 2011:
As I sit here, feeling much more organized and at ease, I am concerned
about mounting debt. The non-trading time of the last few days has been
incredibly useful, I now feel like I have a good map of what I need to do
to improve, but will I have the discipline to do it and stick to what has to
be done.
Think it is fair to say that I know where I have been making mistakes with
some of the trades, and what is possible to do to fix that, but when I have
tried to take action in the past, fear of losing money feeds my emotions
and I have let myself down. How do I stop this pattern. I now understand
the problems much better thanks to non trading time, but.....
Can I do this day trading caper, without getting a job to pay the Bills?
I am worried about my debts and don’t want others to know. I honestly
don’t know at the moment. I have got to deal with the fear, maybe my
plan needs to improve, be simpler. Crikey I have gone from feeling at ease,
to overwhelmed in a few short sentences.
Deep breath, deep breath, I know what I have to do. I just have to be
disciplined (easy, NOTTTT) I have a plan, I have taken the time in the
last few days to work out what is wrong, missing, working well.
I have done well in doing this. Be positive David, positive....
Small steps David, just work on the discipline of doing what you need to
do.
I am much better prepared to be a trader than I was yesterday because of
my hard work. Have to keep reminding myself of this. I am better than I
was and I will be even better after tomorrow. Now do what you have to do!
59. Ted Says:
Hello,
I started a blog a few years ago as a way to develop a trading discipline.
And as a way to open up my trading to public scrutiny; I invited my
friends and associates to read and follow along. You can find my journal
at investrio.blogspot.com. Take a look for yourself, I would love to know
what you think!
Ted
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60. Peter B. Says:
Example of last entry on EUR/USD (I only trade daily tf and use a set
& forget approach)
FRIDAY JULY 15th7.15am (aedt ) AAA sell signal has occured with
confluence. It has formed in line with trend, it has bounced off 21 ema
which is very close to previous support area and price action has retraced
to abt 50% of an ABC setup. Entered without fear, set SL & PT @
2:1(turned off pc & went to work).
MONDAY JULY 18th @ 4.45pm (aedt) position looks good now @ abt
1.25:1 so SL moved to BE.
TUES JULY 19th@ 5.15pm stopped out at BE!!!!
REVIEW
With 20/20 hindsight I should have - put sl only half way up tail OR
waited for 50% retracement of signal (which it did). This would have got
me to BE much sooner!
- during the trade I should have monitored the 4hr a lttle more closely,
this would shown me the reversal much sooner allowing me to exit with a
profit.
OVERALL
Extremely happy with setup and execution of trade BUT more attention
needed in management.
By the way Norman it is partly due to your Dis Trading course & your 4
min drills that i find myself in a very comfortable “place” in my trading
now, KIS!!!
61. Aletta Says:
Hi Norman Thanks so much for your 4 minute drills and e.books! Wow so
many journal examples! I have been journaling my trades (don’t trade everyday) by hand as I think brain to hand works better for me. I think each
journal is a very personal document - and useful only to yourself. Some
of these journals are so extensive I wonder how they have time to trade!.
My trading ‘system’ is named and only entered as a name and then only
my emotions, time, entry and exits and then again my emotions at the
end of a trade. So the analysis of my journal is what was most important
to me - as I have discovered that I kept changing my trading system - and
therefore were always anxious when entering a trade - so from my journal
notes I have learnt that my system was not properly tested. Would love to
know the best way to test ones system - perhaps one of your next drills??
Also discovered from my emotions - frustrations, anger, elation what my
trading personality is - that when I tried to trade 5-10 min charts could
not enter any trades - frustration and once I reverted back to 1hr and eod
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charts all my axiety disappeared - but the bottom line emerged that it was
still that my trading system had not been tested properly - Help! Many
thanks again
62. Lchirkova Says:
It was great to see all your journals!!!
My points are:
- Hand writing helps me to think through
- It is always my note book to enter trades
- At the wee-end I would put my real- paper- particular strategy results
in XL to analyze
- I always include some particular emotional rating for each trade (confidence vs emotional) in my analysis
- And I am planning for next week
63. Stephen Says:
My entry:
*Keep it simple, keep it fair
*I am a great trader
*My intuitions and skills are on the mark
*See it, plan it, execute it
*It was a blessed day, I am blessed, I have a deep gratitude for my abilities
*Note: Use your head for thinking, not a hat rack!
64. Chuck Says:
I use excel to journal my trades and a daily planner to journal my emotional side of the trading journey
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65. Nas Says:
Journaling helps but still I find it difficult to stay on a winning trade to
let the profits run; on the other hand I don’t have any problem waiting to
be stopped out (loss/breakeven).
66. Wes Says:
Hello Norm,
I have a difficult time writing anything down. Do you have any tips that
might help. I really would like to start a journal. I understand the basics,
however, when it comes to actually putting in down I always draw blanks.
Thank you for efforts
Wes
67. Ted Says:
My incorporation of a trading journal into my daily routine has been the
most powerful and beneficial thing I have ever done in my trading career.
It has built discipline, confidence and has without doubt been the catalyst
that turned me from mediocre into a more successful and balanced trader.
This trading journal of mine is an intensely personal document and as
such I will paint with a broad brush those things I did and currently do,
giving an overview in the genuine hope that someone may find it helpful
and inspire them to make the commitment to journal themselves.
My trading journal is really an extension of my trading plan, interwoven
both literally and figuratively; Ying and Yang. Each exists equally and
harmoniously within the whole. You see, I have written my trading plan
(Rules of Engagement) to both define how and when I trade and also to
guide me with what I write into my journal. For example I will write
about how I traded my plan (or not) and the consequences of my actions.
Specifics like entry, exit, targets, date, and time of entry, etc., although
important and I do log them in, are not the main focus of my journal.
Fear, greed, worry, regret, and a host of other emotions were my companions and always reared their ugly heads every time I traded. Either I was
the king of the hill or down in the dumps, bouncing between one extreme
to another. It took me a long time but I have come to realize (after countless losses) that my emotional state of mind unconsciously influenced my
decisions and had immediate and long lasting repercussions on my trading
account. It occurred to me that emotional trading is never a good idea, so
I set out to become a better trader by working on recognizing when I was
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in a highly charged emotional state of mind. The solution gradually became clear to me. I would expand on those short, boring statistical journal
entries by writing down all the emotions I experienced or could recollect
and how I thought they influenced my decisions in the day’s trading. This
was a brutally long process of self-examination. In fact, it was downright
painful, but over the course of several months I began to realize that I
actually was completely aware of the emotions I was experiencing in that
same moment I was experiencing them. Instead of having zero awareness
of an emotion and it’s potentially destructive power until I reached the
end of the trading day. I was now able to recognize the emotion (mostly
fear) and work on changing it (if it suited me to do so) at the time I was
feeling it. I learned that we have the ability to choose how we respond
to all those red candles on our charts or a declining yield curve. I no
longer stare at the charts wondering “what the heck just happened”. I
want to emphasize that despite all my efforts in trying to face and understand these emotions I still stumble from time to time and that is the
main reason I still continue to journal. Regardless of these small setbacks
(yes I still have plenty of them), awareness in my view sure beats trading
unconsciously on autopilot.
As a result of my journaling I was finally able to take complete responsibility for each and every trading decision I made. Assuming that your
trading “system” has a positive expectancy I came to realize that the most
dangerous thing in regards to trading capital was not external to me, it
was me. No one made me buy or sell. I have no one to blame or to congratulate except myself. After all, I did it! For me that was a powerful
revelation, and as I continue to become more aware of my changing emotions and then choosing how to respond to them, the benefits are showing
in all aspects of life, not to mention my account balance.
68. Ellis G. Says:
I too have struggled with a meaningful journaling method. I’ve tried all
sorts of journal ideas with mixed to poor results. Either they take up way
too much time, are too complicated, to the point the whole thing seems
like a waste of time.
On one hand, I recognize the hand to mind theory of learning retention.
On the other, a searchable database would be far more helpful to identify
seasonal events, trades, etc. If I had my journal page in an organized form
layout style where I could write down things that moved the market and
search on those fields, that would be worth its weight in gold. But digging
back through paper journals to find stuff is a pain.
One trader I know keeps his journals in the can and reviews them while
he’s in the “library” to keep his mind and info fresh. That’s a bit too
much I think.
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What I plan to do is get a digital tablet and lay my daily journal form
over it. I’ll use a form layout just to keep the flow of information the same
and give structure to my thought process. No need to go into what to put
on the form as it is already well presented in the other posts.
As I write I get the hand made copy and a digital image underneath. The
digital copy can easily be converted to a PDF form and put into a PDF
database. My wife is a PDF document expert for a worldwide company
and I learned from her how large companies do the same thing. That
makes that PDF document database searchable by field or keyword. Now
I have the best of both worlds with minimal effort. I have a searchable
data base and a hand written version to go in my binder. I use notebook
paper with reinforced holes and faint lines. Using notebook paper solved
another annoying problem of have this huge book open and in the way on
my desk.
Finally, I will store my screen videos (like others have mentioned above)
as a file for that day indexed to the master date. I also like to record
myself talking through a trade and reviewing it later. For those that want
to try a free nice video capture, search on CamStudio. There are others
too.
Later on in the year, if I want to search for successful trades in my PDF
database for example, I can pull all of those up, query out if they were
trades around earnings, seasonals, time of day (6E - futures), economic
reports, or whatever. Then I can pull my hard copy journal if I want,
as viewing a piece of paper is often more convenient than looking at PC
screen. I can review the videos around those trades too.
This is the only way I can think of to get it all with the least effort.
This may seem like a lot of work and it does take time to get it all together.
But since most of the process is automated, it really shouldn’t take more
than 15 to 30 mins a day to tidy up my notes.
By the way, as mentioned, this is the best thing I’ve ever seen for folks
to get an idea of how to journal. Thanks so much for putting this up for us!
69. Michael Says:
If I had a new iPad2, I would take all these ideas and develop a trading
journal in Excel and then release for others to use eh!
70. Ingmar Says:
Hi Norman, for my trades I use a excel sheet I have a money management
strategy based on (var) value at risk.
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Everyday when I start I first trying to get a feeling for the sentiment I do
this be reading headlines and sources I use for trading the currencies.
Then I look for technical entries.
This is a example
Today when I launched my tradingdesk whe started with risk averse session. My long from overnight was stopped out.
The first position I entered was a short in the gbp/chf because of the none
movement to any stabilization in any pairs and the sell off contineud the
gbp/chf was still in a range I entered 1 short before the cpi nrs. The
outcome was bad for the uk what let me short another 1 cpi out come was
-0.1% from -0,2%.
Then I saw there was a huge option barrier with stops between the 79.50
handle I should have traded the hunt but instead I traded the pullback
after the clearing. (usd/jpy
Then the rumours came when euro came close to the 1.38 handle that ecb
was buying Italian bonds and also the some Assian names where envolved
that rumour + the huge contraction and support let me pull the trigger
for a eu long. (eur/usd)
gbp/chf 2 in tottal - 1 closed @26 pips.
Risk 2% - 1 closed @ 77pips.
Tottal: 103.
Usd/jpy closed bit to late 1
Risk 1% 1 @21 pips.
Eur/usd still open WIll be managed
Risk2%
Total 124 pips with 1 still open the eur/usd.
For now looks like risk is off a bit my main trigger for the eu entry where
the bonds.
Here a quick summary behind the eurozone current situation.
It has been another rollercoaster ride in the financial markets this morning with European investors taking currencies and equities sharply lower
when London markets opened for trading. However as the European session progressed and European officials provided assurance to the market
that they are working hard at preventing a default by any Eurozone nation, currencies and equities started to recover its earlier losses. The focus
remains squarely on Europe and there are a few factors behind today’s
intraday rebound in the euro. Whether the bounce can be sustained remains to be seen but there is no question that everything hinges upon
confidence because every pip move in the EUR/USD has been determined
by rumors and news headlines.
Here are the 5 Factors Behind the Intraday Rebound in the EUR
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1. EU Leaders Schedule a Special Summit on EZ Debt Crisis
EU leaders are working hard at stabilizing the financial markets, holding
meetings after meetings and on Friday they will hold a special summit
to discuss the debt crisis. As we have seen in the recent price action of
the euro, all talk and no action is not enough to stabilize sentiment but
at bare minimum, it proves that European officials are not asleep at the
wheel and ignoring the situation.
2. Eurogroup Takes Steps to Provide Funding Relief for Greece
After the 2 day Eurogroup meeting on Greece, we finally have some concrete actions that will provide much needed debt relief for Greece. Eurogroup nations have agreed to enhance the flexibility and the scope of the
EFSF, lengthening the maturities of the loans and lowering the interest
rates. The group also discussed main parameters of a new multi-annual
adjustment programme for Greece that could improve sustainability of
Greek debt. Although private sector involvement and rating agency approval remains a challenge, these are all steps in the right direction.
3. Italy Accelerates Fiscal Package Vote
Italy knows that they could be the next domino to fall which is why
Italian officials are looking for ways to boost investor confidence. One
of those ways is to accelerate a fiscal package vote. Originally the vote
was scheduled for the beginning of August, but it could now take place
within the next 2 weeks. Unlike Greece, the opposition party does not
have significant issues with the fiscal package. Only a few amendments
are expected and the package should pass smoothly which would help to
bolster confidence.
4. Comments from Luxembourg Finance Minister
The euro also received some help from the Luxembourg Finance Minister
who said there will be no country defaulting in the Eurozone. With Greek
and Italian credit default swap spreads remaining at very high levels, we
question the accuracy but in a market where investors are hanging on
every word from European officials, Frieden’s confidence was enough to
boost the euro.
5. ECB Buying Italian Bonds?
There was also a rumor that the ECB could be buying Italian bonds this is completely unsubstantiated but still managed to contribute to the
rebound in the currency.
Finally the U.S. dollar came under pressure after the U.S. trade numbers
showed the trade deficit expanding from -$43.6B to -$50.2B to its largest
level since October 2008. The expansion in the trade gap was caused
largely by a surge in oil imports but exports also dropped 0.5 percent.
with retail sales weakening in the second quarter, if the trade balance
remains at current levels in June, we could be looking at much slower
GDP growth in Q2.
I am holding my euro position reason is if thing will clear more up I have
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a nice swing trade entryprice is 1.3887 I keep eyes on the 1.3950.
I have no intension to open new trades anymore today will see later on
the day what plan I have.
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

picture eur/jpy after option
eur/usd based on order book liquidity
orderbook for detail
option hunting usd/jpy
ecb buying bonds
bad uk cpi chf safe haven flow
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71. Rajiv Says:
I have been trading in Indian stock futures for over 20 years. I have a solid
trading plan, plus I do money management very seriously. I didn’t know
about journals until I saw your website. Now I recall had I stuck to my
plan religiously by keeping journal I would have been billionaire by now
but I always used to get out taking little profits although my trading plan
required me to hold on the position. I have earned but very little. Had I
been a disciplined trader I would have been billionaire. I still remember
October 2008 I short one Indian stock future named Tata motors at 400
and had I stuck to my plan I would have covered it at 140 in the same
month a whoopping profit of 260 per share but unfortunately due to greed
factor I covered at 380 taking just 20 as profit.
Thanks Norman for opening my eyes. Hats off to you.
72. Chris Says:
My journal is complicated to set up though easy to operate. I trade
20 pairs which include EUR/USD, USD/JPY, GBP/USD, USD/CHF,
EUR/CHF, AUD/USD, USD/CAD, NZD/USD, EUR/GBP, EUR/JPY,
GBP/JPY, CHF/JPY, GBP/CHF, EUR/AUD, EUR/CAD, AUS/CAD,
AUD/JPY, CAD/JPY, NZD/JPY, and GBP/CAD. All my journal entries
are maintained electronically. This system would not work in hard copy.
The first thing that I have is a set of Rules of play. These are being
developed out of my Daily Notes and also Weekly Notes.
I attach a JPEG of a screen shot of my 1 - Rules of play.
The day starts at 4.00 am GMT which is the rollover of the daily candles
on my trading platform.
I look at each pair individually. The first thing I look for is the longterm trend and the medium-term trend. The trend is determined using
a straight forward technique looking at three SMAs on the daily charts
for the long-term trend and at three SMAs on the four hour charts for
the medium-term trend. The long-term trend and medium term trend is
recorded on the Daily Analysis. I then look at the candle that has just
closed and record a description of it. I then look for any recognised candle
pattern as described by Steven Nison in his book ‘The Candlestick Course’
or his book ‘Japanese Candlestick Charting Techniques’. I record any
pattern that I am able to identify. Patterns that are commonly identified
include Dark Cloud Cover, Piercing Pattern, Bullish Engulfing Candle,
Bearish Engulfing Candle, Shooting Star, Hammer, High Wave Candle,
Rickshaw Man Doji, Dragonfly Doji, Gravestone Doji, Spinning Top Doji,
Northern Doji, Southern Doji, Morning Star, Evening Star, Hanging Man,
and Inverse Hanging Man.
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I will look at the weekly charts and mark on them and Support and Resistance Levels which I call Black Lines on the weekly charts. I will also
look at the daily charts and mark on them any further Support and Resistance Line which I call Black Lines on the Daily Charts. To differentiate
between Black Lines on the weekly charts and Black Lines on the daily
charts, I mark Black Lines on the weekly charts in green and Black Lines
on the daily charts in black.
I will determine then whether there is any trade that complies with the
Rules of play. I will trade short off resistance and long off support. All
trades must be in the direction of either the long-term trend or mediumterm trend which stops me from bottom picking and top picking. All
entries are made as entry orders and no market orders are allowed. The
entry orders together with the stop and take profit are recorded on the
Daily Analysis. The entry orders are then made. I then make my notes
in which I provide my justification for making the entry order. The notes
are made as footnotes using Microsoft Word.
I attach a JPEG of a screen shot of my 2 - Daily Analysis.
I attach a JPEG of a screen shot of my 3 - Notes to my Daily Analysis
At the end of each Daily Analysis, I make Notes of the Day which records
generally how I am feeling about things including my thoughts for any
new Rules.
I attach a JPEG of a screen shot of my 4 - Daily Analysis Notes of the
Day.
At the end of each week I will make Weekly Notes which are a brief
summary of the Notes of the Day plus any additional thoughts I may have
at the end of the week.
I attach a JPEG of a screen shot of my 5 - Notes of the week.
When a trade opens I record it on s spreadsheet with entry price and when
it closes the closing price. Using a paste facility, I do the pip loss/gain
calculation. Each entry and exit is colour coded. Red text for short, green
text for long. Pink fill for a loser and light green for a winner. If a trade
is held past rollover on the trading platform, its new day is copied down
and filled red for short and green for long thus obscuring the entry price.
I attach a JPEG of as screen shot of my 6 - Day Candles Spreadsheet.
The winners and losers are analyzed.
I attach a JPEG of a screenshot of my 7 - Day Candles Winners and
Losers.
The pips gained and lost is broken down into pairs, days, weeks, and total.
This enables me to see which pairs have worked well and those that have
not.
I attach a screenshot of my 8 - Breakdown from the Day Candles.
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At the end, I record all trades separately and am adding my thoughts on
possibly why the trade worked and why the trade may not have worked.
I attach a screenshot of my 9 - Trade analysis from the Day Candles
Finally at the end of each month I will carry out a monthly review. The
prime intention of this review is to look at areas where I have not obeyed
my Rules and areas where the Rules have been up held.
Thus in conclusion this somewhat convoluted journaling technique has
two objectives. The first is to develop a set of Rules that both work
and are current. The Rule development and maintenance come primarily
out of the Notes of the day and also to a certain extent, the Weekly
Notes. The second objective is to aim for compliance of the Rules. For
occasions where the Rules have been kept, there is praise and where the
Rules have been broken, I will look for mechanism to put in place to help
stop that Rule being broken in future. Trades will be lost and that is not
a problem provided that there is a consistent adhesion to the Rules. The
emotion is taken out of trading since all trades are entered as an entry order
during the Daily Analysis with the entries being off support or resistance.
All trades are in either the long-term trend or medium-term trend and
preferably both. With a fixed set of Rules that are obey much of the
stress of trading disappeared. Stress is caused primarily by uncertainty.
The market moves as the market moves and no one ever knows in which
direction the next tick will be. This is the ultimate formulae for creating
stress. Now by having a fixed set of Rules which are observed, a level of
certainty is created because you know the Rules will always be kept. If
the Rules are right, there will be more winners than losers or at the least
with the correct risk:reward ratio in place more pips won than pips lost.
If the Rules are right and observed, there should be positive pips at the
end of each month.
As a final thought managing this journaling technique takes time. The
Daily Analysis including the Notes of the day takes about two hours a
day. The Day Candle Spreadsheet takes about 30 minutes a day. And
finally making the entry orders with stops and take profit tales about five
minutes. Behind that is the development of the Daily Analysis and the Day
Candle Spreadsheet which probably has taken in total about 40 hours over
a period of six weeks. Consequently the whole system is not particularly
time hungry yet provides a rich source of performance indicators.
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73. Timothy C. Says:
Did you follow your trading plan? Yes or No
-If No, which rules did you break?
-Why did you break those rules?
-Was this “bad” trade successful?
-What did you learn?
If yes, did the trade work?
-Did execution follow plan?
-What parts of execution could have been improved?
-How did you monitor your trade?
Attach JPEG of entry, exit with all support and resistance, trendlines, of
equity being traded along with QQQ’s and SPY’s.
74. Paul Says:
I am new to journaling. I have been keeping a journal that I created that
was basically focused on the numbers, the chart and the result.
After reading through the other posts, I can see that I have not been
getting the benefit of having a focus on me and how my thoughts/actions
might be affecting my trading.
I am going to come up with a new journaling style. Thank you for all the
examples above to use as a help in doing so.
75. Fred F. Says:
This is my starting of the day journal
28 May 2010, Friday ... END OF MONTH
Check and set time
Open Recorder
Open Chart with Volume V template if it does not appear at startup
AT 07:29 START THE RECORDER ... MUST LEAVE PC ON
NEWS EVENTS:
08:30 Personal Income
08:30 PCE Prices
09:45 Chicago PMI
09:55 U Mich Consumer Sentiment
27 May 2010, Thursday
High 1103.00
Low 1082.50
Close 1100.50
Last 7-13 ATR 1.554
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Continuous MFAM is: Up
Hi 1103.00 at 15:59
MRAL 1093.00 at 15.26
Daily Bar is: Bullish
Yesterday Daily Fibs 1082.50 [Lo at 10:02] to 1103.00 [Hi at 15:59]
Yesterday close Fibs 1093.00 [Lo at 15:24] to 1103.00 Hi at 15:57]
Yesterday to Pre Market Fibs 1060.50 [Lo at 18:12] to 1088.25 Hi at 08:29]
OVER NIGHT GLOBEX
High 1106.75
Low 1096.50
Range 10.25
Currently near 1101.00
OPEN Between 1092.62 & 1103.00
OPEN 1101.50
OPEN GAP .50
Initial Trade Setup Expectation is to pull back to the MAs and then fill
the Gap
25% = 1098.10
50% = 1092.62
Open of 1076.00is between 50% & 0%
Open of 1079.75 is Outside Range
79 EMA is 1094.404
89 SMA is 1096.744
Initial Trade NO
Close / Open Setup
Prior Close 1100.50
Open must be =¿1102.50 or ¡=1098.50
Long of 1103.75 At 09:45
Short of 1102.25 At 09:45
ISL of 3.0 Pts 1204.75
PO1 1.00 Pts 23.6% is 1133.36 - 4 ticks profit at 09:47
Close / Open Trade NO 2.0 -3.0 Point Gap ... 2-3 tick penetration
30 Minute Breakout Hi of 1089.25 At 09:30
Lo of 1083.50 At 09:39
OCO short 1083.25 AT 10:01
Long 1089.50
ISL 1087.25
PO1 1082.25
Initial Range: Hi of 1089.25 At 09:30
Lo of 1083.50 At 09:39
50% Pull Back 1086.50 At 09:42
Range is 5.75
INITIAL RANGE 4-5 points and 20-30 minutes 50% Pullback
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Most Active Recent Lo: 1201.25 At 09:45
Latest Hi: 1201.25 At 09:45
New Fibs at Open 1181.75 to 1189.00
FRED:
PLAN:
TRADE:
Use 7:30 chart to place a stop for trades before 10:30
Wait for Lo or Hi of the Initial Range to be penetrated and time after
09:50 - 10:00
If we take out the Hi we are looking to go long on a pull back
If we take out the Lo we are looking to go short on a pull back
A Bullish outside bar closes in the top 25%
A Bearish outside bar closes in the bottom 25%
Always know where the 62% Fib of the day is
At 10:09 1101.50 became the AH when the Lo of 1103.75 was touched
on 10:48 ... Because the MFAM was down when it penetrated the Initial
Range Fibs are now drawn down for the AH to the LO
Pull backs can be to 38%, 59% or 60% Fibs
PLAN: Short at 1097.50 ISL 1099.50 PO1 1195.50
76. Timothy C. Says:
The QQQ’s and Spy’s are on my journal, but I’m only attaching the FDX
trade. My current plans are just guidelines still as I’m still busy forming
plans being a novice trader. Adapt to survive...I need rules on when to
make rules too now that I think of it. Like how many times do I bash
my head against something before I make it a guideline which later when
confirmed becomes a rule? Granted nothing is 100%...but typing out these
thoughts makes me think that I do need some revisions.
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Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

control RISK
exit point see Rule 1
entry point and why I am entering at this price
is there volume going into point of entry
continue to manage trade after entry
Keep journal of trades track profits and losses
SEE RULE 1

78. Vincent Says:
I hope this qualifies.
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79. Craig K. Says:
I have a weekly target which I aim for (see picture). Every day I write
down where I am up to in regards to attaining that next target. This
helps me break down my bigger target into manageable pieces. I also have
a digital diary which I write down my emotions and why I think the day
was profitable / unprofitable.
I am still a long way from my target, but I am getting more focus and
discipline.
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80. Gillian B. Says:
I am using onenote as a journal. I have a sections for the date to record
my daily transactions. The pages of this section correspond to days with
subpages detailing particular currencies that I have traded on the day. I
also have a section for each of the major currency pairs where I can note
observations, things I have heard or read.
I also have a section titled “good ideas” which has various pages now
including a page on journalling and some of the ideas I have picked up
from this site. Also in the section “good ideas”, I have a page on “trading
plans”. I don’t really have a solid plan yet. If I hear of different plans I
note them down. Then I can just scroll through that page when I have a
moment and remind myself what others are doing.
I am fairly new to this. I’ve been studying for about four months so I am
comfortable with some of the vocabulary, some of it is still fairly new to
me. Eg. Bank of England being “dovish”. I sometimes need to remind
myself of technical details so I have created an at a glance page that I can
scan over to see if there is something there that I should be taking into
account. It’s a bit like a jigsaw at the moment. Some of the pieces are
still in the box, (eg trading the news). Some of the pieces are out but in
a jumble and I am trying to get some order and to fit the pieces I have
already joined up together.
As far as the daily journaling goes. Its a great idea. With ‘Onenote’ I
can copy the screen image and so keep a copy of the charts I was looking
at when I made the decisions, then the charts for “what happened next”.
Sometimes, although a trade hasn’t been that great, the initial thinking
has been fine, its been getting out that has been problematic. I might
have doubted myself, or pulled out too early. It is reassuring to see that
there have been good decisions in with the bad ones.
I find myself writing as though some super trader is going to be looking at
my work. Then I notice if I am defending myself? (usually -since I have
not got this perfected yet). Am I just plain embarrassed about a trade I
made? One of the good things about journaling is that in retrospect I can
see why I made the trade and I can see where the good logic was and I
also have a written record for where the blunders came in. It is too easy
otherwise just to write off the bad trades and not note what was good in
them. Then there is personal factors like: partner said if I don’t go to bed
soon I should sleep alone so since I am really just dithering around I just
closed my open trades rather than take more time to think them through.
I have been testing myself emotionally eg what size lots to buy - how much
down has me in a panic. I have also been looking at different analysis tools.
Currently exploring the use of Andrews pitchfork. Basically looking for
what makes the information on the screen more accessible to me. I like
Fibonacci but at a first glance it doesn’t half make the screen convoluted.
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So if a trade has been heavily influenced by Andrews pitchfork I note that
on the page. Part of Onenote is that it has a great ‘find’ attribute so I
can at a later date look at all the trades that I have marked as Andrews
influenced. I am hoping this is going to be helpful.
This really is new to me, so my onenote workbook is likely to change form
as I get more accustomed to trading and to journaling. I have included a
screenshot of what my onenote notebook looks like at the moment. I’ve
opened it on a page where I made the right call. Price went exactly to my
50% retracement and I came away happy. Hopefully it wasn’t beginners
luck. There are other pages which document me jumping round indecisevely or doing really silly things like accidently clicking on and buying
USD/JPY instead of GBP/JPY and closing the position one minute later.
Thanks for all the other posts here. They have been very helpful
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81. Ralph H. Says:
I liked the various examples. They reveal much. Interested in program.
I trade FX 90% 10 % options. Have not done much journaling. Need
suggestion on a good vedor/program to learn Excel. Using excel seems to
me to be a very good way to help me analyze my trades and improve the
bottom line.
82. Robert C. Says:
I use 3 journals: Trading, Classes, Trade Notes, which are the plain old
hand-written “Composition Book” format that I used in primary school.
“Classes” is education, mostly notes from online webinars and recordings.
“Trade Notes” has ideas for future trades, and especially self-criticism
(yelling at myself) for losses, misses and other non-profit behavior. My
philosphy is to minimize losses, period wins will always happen and keeping losses small = profits.
“Trading” is trade-by-trade daily entries, basically 1 line per trade, as:
“3/15 B. (4) CAT 115 May C, 1.10. Construc/Japan.”
“3/24 S. (4) CAT 115 May C, 2.20. 95%, $425, 9 da. Profit.”
So the basics are Buy or Sell, quantity, root, option price, reason/result
(result includes commissions and fees in calculation), comments.
The basic template has evolved to include earnings date/time, trade execution time, daily range, end-of-day price (all in red pen), and “reason”
notes on gaps/bail/cap (capital preservation), “chased”, etc.
For sales I use a green highlighter for profit/yellow for loss on the % and
$ values this makes it easy to calculate weekly totals.
This is still all on ONE LINE (write small), which seems very busy but
actually is fast, detailed, useful and accessible the journal is always open
in front of my computer. The manual format is easy to make notes on and
refer to, with the different colors, highlights and margin notes imagine
the continual reformats and inputs necessary to do it on a computer...
All other aggregate compilation detail is done auto by my trading platform.
83. Kenn C. Says:
Norman, Here’s my annual trade log that I use. I designed it to give me
all of the important data and I also use a trade entry / exit guide sheet
along with screen captures of start of the trade and end of the trade with
all of the indicators that are used and other charts that I use to make my
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deecisions. I don’t want to enter the contest, I would though like your
input on the way I designed the workbook.
Thanks
Ken C.
84. Ray Says:
I have a trader’s log to monitor my trades - when, why, results.
Then I have my trade journal, which is key to success.
1. Did I trade my plan?????
a. A loss if I traded my plan is a success.
b. A gain if I did not trade my plan is a failure.
2. If I failed, why?
a. Was I free of fear?
b. Was I free of greed?
I answer the questions, then remind myself to trade the plan & to follow
the KISS principle.
85. Steve Says:
I keep a spreadsheet to journal my 10scalps/day. Here are two entries:
date 7/22/2011 7/22/2011
time 13:57:00 13:37:00
sym 6e gc
L/S l s
live; sim; test sim sim
mental/physical prep excellent good
stalking setup not stalking y, watching 4 WS
liquidity good 1-2 b/a
LT indicators in synch d, flat
MT indicators in synch no, green/g channel
ST indicators no, g/g channel
entry placment ok, 88v chart
stop right area y, but that is 11 risk
target right area not much R2R
results 3 4
filled ok
post feelings
lessons step away after trade
86. Graeme H. Says:
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(1) Attached is my “Trading Plan” developed into a logical sequence of
columns indicating the “rules and guidelines” to be followed from the start
of the day to exiting. I take out and use what is applicable for the day as
to what is involved in the various types of strategies showing for the day
(2) I had been been capturing the open/close/high/low of the 7 pairs to
see which moved the most (either way) on a daily/weekly basis to indicate
the best (and cheapest) pairs to trade.
(3) As yet I have to “journal” my “emotions” in a way that makes sense
to me and from the entries above I seem to like the numbering system of
1 to 5 to be the best.
(4) Thanks Norman and to everyone, you have been awe inspiring with
your comments and so far has been the best feedback I have ever encountered. Real life and real situations can’t be better than that
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87. Billy D. Says:
I was very happy to find that my trading platform actually had the ability
for journaling. Ninja Trader is complex as I have found are most good
trading platforms. If anyone else out there is using Ninja Trader a few
hints that I have found helpful in journaling.
Ninja Trader will time stamp your journal from the time that the journal
is opened not from the time that it is posted. To get a new time stamp
it is necessary to clear the current entry and start over. If you keep your
journal open all day long then it is a good idea to clear before each entry,
otherwise your 1130 a.m. journal entry will have a time stamp a few
seconds after your last entry. (make a few entries and you will see what I
am talking about.)
Separate text files are helpful for cut and paste format of things you may
like to say:
1. SRTJE: Sun Rise Trade Journal Entry:
2. Actual Trades:
3. EODTJE: End of Day Trade Journal Entry:
By the way Norman Thank you as I use much of what you say in my end
of day trade journal entry.
I just wish I could use my spell checker with the Ninja Trader platform.
Currently if I have an entry that I want to be sure is spelled right I cut and
paste from a scratch document in Open Office that has a spell checker. I
really shouldn’t worry so much because wasn’t it Grant that said “A man
that can only think of one way to spell a word lacks imagination.” lol
Have a great trading day all...
Great site and thanks...
88. Kiran Says:
I try to log the main trend of the market and the intermediate trend. I
also journal my emotions whether I am depressed or happy or busy with
other tasks. I only try to trade when I am in a good mood. I plan my stop
price and entry price before the trade. After the trade I log the profit/loss
of the trade and the general justification of continuing with the trade depending upon market conditions. I then take appropriate decison about
exiting the position and logging the results. I review the results biweekly.
89. Terry Says:
Thanks for the great comments. Very inspirational for me. Honestly,
I have no example to submit, but some things to share . As a former
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biochemistry tech I appreciate the importance of logging information. It
helps to ID probable cause to the unexpected and makes it easy to repeat
work. I’ve been trading for a living for 3+ years now and have often read
how important trade logs are to successful trading. The best I’ve been
able to do so far is two weeks. I have gone back into the sporadic logs
maybe three times in three years. Painful reminders. So I have work to
do to get up and start again. I am also working on better control of my
ADD. Time to start again with renewed heart.
90. Lazzy Says:
Dear Norman,
My Journal is not earth shattering I guess, it is very important to my
trading though, so I would like to share:
Every day I start off with finding something positive to get me in the
right trading mind, it can vary from the beautiful sun-up or the sweet
good morning kiss from my beloved to the announcement (last Saturday)
that there is a fourth grandchild on it’s way. IF there is nothing positive
to find, it is a no-trading day (only happened twice).
After that I look over my charts and find patterns (being a pattern trader,
that would be the most logical of course, lol). In my journal I write down
what patterns I find and what trades I take. This follows my trade plan,
the if....then.... plus the calculated (moving) SL’s and the TP’s
At the end of the day, I write down the outcome of the trades that are
closed, most important for me is to write down with that whether I did
follow the PLAN. Doing this I can see if I made the right decisions or not.
I realize that it is not always my fault if a trade goes against me OR if a
trade goes with me for that matter.
Then I write down what to do with trades that are still open (some trades
might run for days or weeks)
And finally I put in the pips onto my log, this calculates automatically
where I am (+ or - ).
Then it is time to meditate on my mindset and look for the best thing
that happened that day, which can be anything again of course.
This may sound like a lot, but I only trade 4H charts or higher, so I don’t
have to watch charts all the time and there are not that many trades, on
the average about 3 or 4 a day and I am happy with that.
Have a very good day,
much love
Lazzy
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91. Julie Says:
Trading Journal July 21, 2011
Days Range: O 1324.15 L 1315.25 H 1344.45 C 1344.45
Advance/Declines 29/6 or 5 to 1
News; Philly Fed +3.2 expected 0.0 better than last months reading of
-7.7
Patterns;
30 min. Re-test Failure at 1316, then up to take out the high and the
trading range the market has been in.
60 min. Reveals about the same thing
5 Hour. Re-test Failure at 1290 bounce to 1340 needs to take out 1354 in
next few weeks
Daily: Same
Trade 1 Break Out for 3 pt with 4 contracts 12 pts
Trade 2 Wait for pull back to enter 1340.75 exit at 1344 = 3.25 x 4 contracts 13 pts.
Good day made some money and stayed focused on what the market told
me.
92. Jim Says:
This is what I use for Long Options. I have versions that I use for other
types of options trades, since that’s what I do most. It could obviously be
modified for stocks and other types as well.
I use one page per trade, then put them in a notebook with dividers for
“current” and “closed” trades. I don’t differentiate between real and paper
trades, since psychologically, they should be the same. When I have open
trades, I refer to the “current” section each morning to remind me what
to look for each day.
Once a trade is closed, I transcribe the values into a simple spreadsheet
for overall tracking.
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93. Gardenia S. Says:
My trading strategy is simple. Every night I plan my trades by confirming
my reasons for each trade. The next morning, I review the figures, news,
chart, etc. and do the trade. I spend about 30 to 60 minutes every day or
3 days depending on the valatility of the market.
Today, I made 2 trades and made money. For example, an option I have
of gold put option has a low strike price so I bought it back and sold a
put with a higher strike price and further in the future. Good “return”.
I also did the same thing with silver. I know exactly the reasons while I
am doing it. To make money. Almost no emotion involved.
94. Steve Says:
First, I do my Technical Analysis
1) First I determine the overall direction of the market by looking at the
Dow Jones (DJIA), S&P 500 (SPX) and the Nasdaq ($COMPQ) as well
as the short term 3-day trend, 6-month and 12-month trend.
2) Then I draw my support and resistance lines for one of my top 50 stocks
3) Next I will look at Moving Averages (MA) to determine if a top 50
stock is in an uptrend, downtrend or moving sideways. I use the 10-day
simple MA and the 30-day Exponential MA.
a) If 10 MA line is above the 30 MA, you have an uptrend
b) If 10 MA line is below the 30 MA, you have a downtrend
4) I will then look at ADX (Wilder’s DMI)
a) If ADX is above 30, momentum is strong and likely to continue
b) If ADX is below 20, momentum is starting to weaken
5) Then I look at RSI to determine if a reversal is likely to occur
a) If RSI is above 70, market is overbought and uptrend could reverse
b) If RSI is below 30, market is oversold, and downtrend could reverse
6) Next I look at Candle Patterns to gauge the sentiment of the market
7) I then look at Chart Patterns for reversal, continuation or consolidation
patterns.
Finally, I will at other Indicators like Bollinger Bands and MACD
If all the stars align (S&R, MA’s, Candles, Chart Patterns & Indicators),
I will enter a trade. I set up all my trades after hours to remove emotions
and use conditional entry orders. Once in a trade, I will set up my target
profit of 8% net of commission and fees, as well as my stop loss of 95%
of entry. In some cases, I will have a target in mind but not enter in my
platform. As the profit increases, I will set a trailing stop to lock in profits
and continue to adjust. Below is a picture of my trading journal
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95. Maureen Says:
I journal in 4 steps:
1) Mark chart with entries; compare later to “model”; this is a fast process
as I am a daytrader. It’s a great visual.
2) Fill out worksheet in between set-ups, which has everything I need on
it from prep, rules, set-ups, trade management, to finish.
3) Observations and emotions are noted on a separate worksheet for “reframing” problem areas and creating action focus which is then
4) annotated back to the “Focus Today” line AND the bottom of worksheet
to remind me of what I need to be aware of. I use it for daily and weekly
review.
I keep these pages in a Daily Journal 3-ring binder and review notes and
progress quarterly, then remove and rebind separately for archives. The
important notes are updated in the journal.
The attached jpg is the worksheet that has all the journal entries from
today. The signal number is the only field left blank; that is for the
intended entry so I make sure I am aiming as close to my strategy as
possible. Everyone will have their own.
I have a name for every set-up as well as the entry, stop and target on
the worksheet and what my focus should be in my problem area (rushing
the trade). The most important thing the worksheet tells me is how well
I followed my plan. I “grade” my trades by how closely I follow my rules
and try to do the A’s more than the others.
I might add that the bottom of the worksheet was cut off; the bottom
line contains the profit/loss stats and the bottom line is for self-coaching
notes.
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96. fxpanther Says:
Hi there,
I have been keeping a very simple records for awhile, and my biggest
conclusion was analysing it that I had moved my stop order too qucikly.
So when I won I could have won much more if I am less agitated moving
my stops. My win - loss ratio is about even, all I need to focus to win
bigger. Since I conculeded this, I am doing much better. The following
picture shows my early records of 2011. As I said my records keeping is
simple, yet I learnt from it a lot. The main feature of it, I guees, is I
attach each entry signal for future references.It is wise to keep each year
separately.
Good luck with your trading!
fxpanther from Hungary
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97. Nadeem Says:
My interest is only to trade in Stocks and I am in a phase of developing
my trading system which needs to be simple, logical, free of emotions,
less stressful and well documented. After studying many commercially
available trading system and Excel based worksheets and I found some
which I can mold them to my requirements. In my system I collect the
basic data (open, high, low, closing and turnover) of the selected stock at
the end of the each day. Please see sheet number 1 (Table # 1). I will
only spend 15 to 20 minutes each evening for this activity.
I only need to insert a new row between row #5 and #6 on my worksheet
and move my data one row below. Then fill the data in row # 6 which I
collected at the end of each trading day. Also copy all the formulas from
cells column I and row 7 till column O row 7 (I7 till O7) to cell numbers
I6 till O6 to populate the remaining cells.
This table now becomes my basic data table which will provide essential
data to my Money Management Table and will determine my Exposure
as well as to provide me my Trading Limits such as Exit and Entry points
and Stop Values. Please see table # 2 (Money Management Table)
My Money Management Table is based on 2% trading strategy and linked
to the above table to calculate all the essential data. Please note that only
the blue color cells are editable where as others are non entry cells. Every
morning I will do the trade by following the data on this table. I will
spend 15 to 20 minutes each morning to fill my on-line order and relax for
the day.
All data on my Money Management table is self explanatory. I may change
the trading strategy by carefully editing the entry or non-entry cells by
changing some rules for the trading. Off course I will do this only if I will
come to point when I will decide based on my own analysis and mindful
thinking and not due to my emotions.
My table number 3 “Trade Log” is also self explanatory where all the data
on the upper portion will be automatically filled / calculated by the data
from “Sell” and “Buy” sections. I may need to fill my “Sell” or “Buy”
section if my order is filled up during the day trading, which I will do
when I will be downloading the data for my worksheet # 1.
Please note that my system is although complete but still not tested yet.
Although it seem to be fool proof but any remaining Tweaks which are
not yet known to me still need to be removed. I will do this as soon as I
will populate the historic data of the scrip.
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